Knowledge-driven activity recognition is an emerging and promising research area which has already shown very interesting features and advantages. However, there are also some drawbacks, such as the usage of generic and static activity models. This paper presents an approach to using data-driven techniques to evolve knowledge-driven activity models with a user's behavioral data. The approach includes a novel clustering process where initial incomplete models developed through knowledge engineering are used to detect action clusters which represent activities and aggregate new actions. Based on those action clusters, a learning process is then designed to learn and model varying ways of performing activities in order to acquire complete and specialized activity models. The approach has been tested with real users' inputs, noisy sensors and demanding activity sequences. Initial results have shown that complete and specialized activity models are properly learned with success rates of 100% at the expense of learning some false positive models.
Introduction
Human activity recognition has become an important research topic in areas such as pervasive and mobile computing (Choudhury & Consolvo, 2008) , ambient assisted living (Philipose & Fishkin, 2004) , social robotics (Fong et al., 2003) , surveillance-based security (Fernández-Caballero, 2012 ) and context-aware computing (Laerhoven & Aidoo, 2001) . To perform activity recognition, different kinds of sensors have to be deployed in human-populated environments to monitor inhabitants' behaviors and capture environmental changes generated by human actions. The information provided by those sensors has to be processed through data analysis techniques and/or knowledge representation formalisms to create appropriate activity models and subsequently use them for activity recognition.
The scientific community has developed two main approaches to solve activity recognition, namely the data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches. Data-driven approaches make use of large-scale datasets of sensors to learn activity models using data mining and machine learning techniques. On the other hand, knowledge-driven approaches exploit rich prior knowledge in the domain of interest to build activity models using knowledge engineering and management technologies.
For knowledge-driven activity recognition systems, a widely recognized drawback is that activity models are usually static, i.e. once they have been defined, they cannot be automatically adapted to users' specificities . This is a very restrictive limitation, because it is not generally possible to define complete activity models for every user. Domain experts have the necessary knowledge about activities, but this knowledge may not be enough to generate complete models in all the cases. To make knowledge-driven activity recognition systems work in real world applications, activity models have to evolve automatically to adapt to users' varying behaviors. It turns out that model adaptability and evolution are aspects that can be properly addressed by data-driven approaches.
Hence, the objective of this paper is to use data-driven techniques to make knowledge-driven activity models evolve automatically based on sensor data generated by specific users.
Let us illustrate our hybrid approach with an example. Figure 1 shows an initial activity model for the MakeCoffee activity, which is composed by the actions hasCoffee and hasContainer. These are the necessary actions for every person to perform a MakeCoffee activity, which highlight the indispensable actions of making a coffee, i.e. the use of coffee and a container to place the coffee in. Nevertheless, some users might add some milk and sugar, others cream etc. The idea of our approach is to create high-level activity models with only these indispensable actions, and then use the data generated by a specific user performing the activity to learn those new actions which also configure the personal way of making coffee. In the case of Figure 1 , where the initial activity model will only include coffee and container, the system would learn that MakeCoffee is performed in two ways by the user: in the first one, the user adds milk (hasMilk) and sugar (hasFlavor), while in the second one only sugar is added (hasFlavor). Hence two specialized and complete activity models of MakeCoffee can be learned. This way, experts, initially, only have to provide incomplete activity models with necessary actions. Afterwards the learning system can analyze a user's behavioral data and learn the specialized and complete models to enrich the knowledge-base, thus improving initial activity models.
Running the proposed learning process periodically with new data generated by a concrete user, a dynamic activity modeling system is achieved. As a user evolves regarding the way (s)he performs certain activities, the learning approach learns new versions of the initial activity models. Hence, activity models can be adapted to users' varying behaviors.
Figure 1: Illustrative example of the objective of the paper: using the initial incomplete model for MakeCoffee and user generated data, the learning algorithm learns 2 specialized and complete models.
The scientific contributions presented in this paper are:
1. A two-step activity clustering algorithm which uses initial incomplete activity models and context knowledge to recognize action clusters that form an activity and aggregate new actions. 2. A learning algorithm that uses action clusters to learn specialized and complete activity models for every defined activity.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 introduces the basic theory of ontology-based activity modeling, which is the base of the work presented in this paper. Section 4 describes in detail the proposed approach to learn specialized and complete activity models, followed by the evaluation and results obtained in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results and the paper concludes in Section 7 with conclusions and future work.
Related Work
Human activity recognition can be classified into two categories in terms of sensors used for activity monitoring: vision-based and sensor-based activity recognition (Chen et al., 2012a) . The first is based on the use of visual sensing facilities such as video cameras to monitor an actor's behavior and environmental changes. Vision-based activity recognition has been a research focus for a long period of time, but it is out of the scope of this paper. For a detailed review of vision-based approaches see (Weinland et al., 2011) .
The work presented in this paper lies in the sensor-based activity recognition category, which is based on the use of emerging sensor network technologies for activity monitoring. The principal advantage of sensor-based approaches over vision-based ones are related to privacy and ethics (Yilmaz et al., 2006) as cameras are generally perceived as recording devices. The generated sensor data from sensor-based monitoring are mainly time series of state changes and/or various parameter values that are usually processed through data fusion, probabilistic or statistical analysis methods and formal knowledge technologies for activity recognition. There are two main approaches for sensorbased activity recognition in the literature: data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches. An exhaustive review can be found in (Chen et al., 2012a) .
The idea behind data-driven approaches is to use data mining and machine learning techniques to learn activity models. In terms of the modeling approach, two main categories can be found: the generative and the discriminative approaches. The generative approach attempts to build a complete description of the input or data space, usually with a probabilistic model. The simplest possible generative approach is the Naïve Bayes classifier, which has been used with promising results for activity recognition (Bao & Intille, 2004) (Brdiczka et al., 2007) (Cook & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2009 ) (Tapia et al., 2004 ) (van Kasteren & Krose, 2007 (Maurer & Rowe, 2006) . More complex approaches rely on Hidden Markov Models (Galata et al., 1999) (Moeslund et al., 2006) or Dynamic Bayesian Networks (Brand et al., 1997) (Oliver et al., 2004) . In contrast, the discriminative approach only models the mapping from inputs (data) to outputs (activity labels). Discriminative approaches include many supervised learning approaches, such as conditional random fields (Vail et al., 2007) , linear or non-linear discriminative learning (e.g. support vector machines (Brdiczka, 2009) ) and online (or incremental) classifiers (Ordóñez et al., 2013) . Finally, there are several approaches that cannot be clearly classified into discriminative or generative categories, but rather use a combination of both (Lester et al., 2005) (Pentney et al., 2008) (Omar et al., 2010) .
One of the problems of data-driven approaches is the need of labeled activity data bases. Rashidi and Cook try to overcome this problem in (Rashidi & Cook, 2011b) and (Rashidi & Cook, 2013) . They use a non-labeled data base, where they extract activity clusters using unsupervised learning techniques. Those clusters are used to train a boosted Hidden Markov Model, which is shown to be able to recognize several activities. Even though the presented approaches overcome the problem of depending on labeled data bases, they still suffer from some other typical problems of data-driven techniques, namely: (i) the cold-start problem, because data has to be collected in order to obtain activity models and train the recognizer, and (ii) activity model generalization, since the learned activity models are personal and there are no mechanisms to generalize the extracted knowledge to other users.
On the other hand, transfer learning is being used to make data-driven activity models reusable. Although applying transfer learning techniques to activity recognition is a recent approach, a notable number of research has already been published. An excellent survey on transfer learning for activity recognition has been contributed by Cook et al. in (Cook et al., 2013) . The main idea of transfer learning for activity recognition is to boost the training process for a new user and/or environment, transferring the knowledge extracted for another user and/or environment, as can be seen in (Rashidi & Cook, 2011a) .
Data-driven approaches have been extensively used for activity recognition. Their advantages and disadvantages are very well known by the scientific community:
• Advantages 1. Uncertainty modeling: as probabilistic and statistical activity modeling is used, data-driven approaches are very good modeling sensor uncertainty. As sensors do not provide certain information and are exposed to failures, modeling uncertainty is a very important feature for real-world deployments. 2. Temporal information modeling: modeling approaches such as Dynamic Bayesian Networks, Hidden Markov Models and similar implicitly model temporal information of activities, such as time lapses be-tween two sensor readings, activity duration or activity start time. Time information can be learned from data in a natural way. 3. Introduce heuristics: discriminative approaches make possible introducing heuristics about activity models. Heuristics can be used to insert basic knowledge about activities and avoid making activity models totally dependent on data. 4. Dynamic activity models: as learning is a continuous process, activity models evolve as the user changes its habits. As such, activity models are dynamic. 5. Personal activity models: learning activity models directly over user data, makes activity models personalized. This means that activity models capture the particular way of performing an activity by a user.
• Disadvantages 1. Cold-start problem: data is needed to model activities. The dependency with data arises the cold-start problem, since data-driven techniques cannot work immediately after deployment. A data collecting and activity model training process is required for every user. This problem is being mitigated but not removed by transfer learning techniques. 2. Lack of reusability: as activity models are directly learned from concrete user data, they cannot generally be used for other users. The main problem is that data-driven approaches cannot build generic activity models, only personal activity models. 3. Data base annotation problems: if annotated data bases are needed (supervised learning approaches), scalability becomes a real problem, since the effort required for annotation is huge and annotation methods are prone to errors. If annotated datasets are not used (unsupervised approach), activity granularity and activity semantics is lost. 4. Non-understandable activity models: as data-driven approaches generate statistical or probabilistic models, they cannot be easily understood by humans. If activity model information is needed for further applications -e.g. behavior modeling, anomaly detection, assistance applications -human understandable activity models are more appropriate.
The other main approach for activity modeling is the knowledge-driven one. Knowledge-driven activity modeling is based on real world observations that the list of objects and functionalities to perform an activity are always very similar. For example, to prepare coffee, a liquid container is needed alongside with some coffee and sugar. Even though different people may use different coffee brands, some may add milk and some may prefer brown sugar to white sugar, there are some essential concepts that are always present for every activity. The idea is to use this prior knowledge to create rough activity models. The implicit relationships between activities, related temporal and spatial context and the entities involved (objects and people) provide a diversity of hints and heuristics for inferring activities.
The first step for knowledge-driven systems is to acquire the needed contextual knowledge. This is usually achieved using standard knowledge engineering approaches. Afterwards, knowledge structures will be computationally modeled using a formal knowledge representation formalism, e.g. schemas, rules or networks. Depending on the nature of the acquired knowledge, different approaches can be distinguished. Some researchers use logic-based approaches for activity recognition. There exist a number of logical modeling methods and reasoning algorithms in terms of logical theories and representation formalisms. One thread of work is to map activity recognition to the plan recognition problem in the well studied artificial intelligence field (Carberry, 2001) . Good examples are provided by (Kautz, 1991) , (Wobcke, 2002) and (Bouchard et al., 2006) . Another approach, as shown by (Chen & Nugent, 2008) , is to adopt the Event Calculus formalism (Shanahan, 1997) , a well established logical theory of actions, for activity recognition.
Others adopt ontology-based approaches which allow a commonly agreed explicit representation of activity definitions independent of algorithmic choices, thus facilitating portability, interoperability and reusability. Ontology-based activity recognition has received a substantial attention in the vision-based activity recognition community, where Hakeem et al. (Hakeem & Shah, 2004) develop an approach for the classification of meeting videos, and Georis et al. (Georis et al., 2004) for activities in a bank monitoring setting. In the sensor-based community, ontologies have been used to build reliable activity models and address model incompleteness and multiple representations of terms. Tapia et al. (Tapia et al., 2006) generate a large object ontology based on functional similarity between objects from WordNet, which can complete mined activity models from the Web with similar objects. Yamada et al. (Yamada et al., 2007) use ontologies to represent objects in an activity space. Activity recognition can then be performed based on probabilistic and/or statistical reasoning. Following similar ideas, Latfi et al. (Latfi et al., 2007) and Klein et al. (Klein et al., 2007) also use ontologies to model and represent activities in several domains.
However, all the cited approaches use ontologies as mapping and/or categorization mechanisms. Activity ontologies which provide an explicit conceptualization of activities and their interrelationships have only recently emerged and have been used for activity recognition. Good examples can be found by Riboni et al. in (Riboni & Pareschi, 2011) (Riboni & Bettini, 2011) , Ye et al. (Ye et al., 2011) and by Chen et al. in (Chen et al., 2012b) .
The advantages and drawbacks of knowledge-driven approaches are discussed in the following:
• Advantages:
1. No cold-start problem: knowledge-driven approaches model activities using generic knowledge rather than data, so activity models are built before deployment and the system does not need any training/learning process before beginning to work. 2. Interoperability and reusability: specially true for ontology-based approaches, but also for all the other approaches, as activity models are modeled using knowledge engineering techniques and the models built are generic and not specific to a concrete user. 3. Clear semantics: activity models are semantically clear and can be understood by human beings. This allows interpreting how the system works and developing easier auxiliary systems that work on top of the activity recognition system, such as notification systems, recommender systems, etc.
• Disadvantages:
1. Weak in handling uncertainty: inference and reasoning are usually based on certain facts, rather than uncertain sensor information. There are some approaches that work using fuzzy logics and/or probabilistic reasoning, but they are not fully integrated with modeling techniques yet (Helaoui et al., 2013) . 2. Weak in handling temporal information: inference and reasoning mechanisms used for activity recognition do not usually consider temporal aspects of activities. In order to tackle this limitation, there are already some approaches that, for example, integrate ontological and temporal knowledge modeling formalisms for activity modeling . 3. Static activity models: knowledge-based activity models are static, since once they are defined, they cannot automatically evolve. This means that if a user changes its way of performing activities, initially defined activity models will still be used for activity recognition.
There are some hybrid approaches in the literature that aim at taking advantage from the features of both dataand knowledge-driven modeling processes, fusing them in a single modeling approach. Chen et al. present in (Chen et al., 2014) an ontology-based hybrid approach to activity modeling, where learning techniques are developed to learn specific user profiles. The presented research is a first step to implement dynamic knowledge-driven activity models, but the approach is limited to learn descriptive properties such as the time and duration an activity is performed or the concrete order of its constituent actions.
For activity recognition, action properties play a crucial role (Chen et al., 2012b) and it cannot be generally assumed that complete activity models can be provided by domain experts for every user. Hence, there is still a lack of research on learning actions for activity models. The work presented in this paper aims at overcoming this problem combining knowledge-driven and data-driven techniques. To the best of our knowledge, there is no any published research that addresses the same problem.
Ontology-Based Activity Modeling
The approach presented in this paper is based on the dense sensing paradigm (Chen et al., 2012a) , which establishes the idea of inferring activities by monitoring human-object interactions through the usage of multiple multimodal miniaturized sensors. Single-user single-activity scenarios are considered, where only one user is monitored and concurrent activities cannot be performed.
In this scenario, ontology-based activity recognition systems have shown to perform robustly (Chen et al., 2012b) . Central to those approaches is the ontology-based activity modeling. Activities are defined as ontological concepts and all actions that are required to perform the activity as the properties of the concept. For example, making tea involves taking a cup from the cupboard, putting a teabag into the cup, adding hot water to the cup, then milk and/or sugar. The ontological model of making tea, i.e. MakeTea concept, can be defined by action properties hasContainer, hasTeabag, hasHotwater, hasMilk and hasFlavor in conjunction with descriptive properties such as activity start time actStartTime and duration actDuration.
Activities can be modeled at different levels of abstraction. As such, ontological activity concepts are usually organized in a hierarchical structure to form super-class and sub-class relationships. For example, MakeTea, MakeCoffee and MakeHotChocolate activities can be modeled as the subclasses of MakeHotDrink activity, which is in turn the sub-class of MakeDrink.
Ontology-based activity modeling provides semantically clear, structured and reusable models. Furthermore, it offers a unified framework to combine generic models that can be applied to any user with personal models. However, the main problem of this modeling approach is that obtaining complete models for every person is not generally possible, because even though there are certain actions that every user performs for a given activity, there might be some other actions that cannot be known in the modeling step.
Assuming those constraints, let us introduce some important definitions:
Definition 1 (Sensor activation). A sensor activation occurs when a sensor changes its state from the no-interaction state to interaction state. Reverse transitions are not considered. For example, when a user takes a glass, the activation is tagged as glassSens.
Definition 2 (Actions). Actions are the primitives of activities and are directly linked to sensor activations. For example, cupSens and glassSens are linked to the action hasContainer. A sensor activation can only be mapped to one single action.
Definition 3 (Type). When referring to activities and objects, type captures a purpose based classification. In this paper, the classes considered are Cooking, Hygiene, Entertainment and Housework. An activity can only have one type, while objects can have more than one. For example, an object like a tap can be used for cooking, housework or hygiene. But a MakeCoffee activity can only be a cooking activity. On the other hand, when referring to sensors, type classifies sensors in terms of their technological base. In this paper, modeled sensor types are contact, electric, pressure and tilt sensors.
Definition 4 (Initial Activity Model (IAM)). Activity models are sequences of actions defined by a domain expert. Initial activity models refer to the minimum number of necessary actions to perform an activity. The objective of such models is to represent incomplete but generic activity models. Initial activity models also have an estimation of the maximum duration of the activity.
Definition 5 (Extended Activity Model (EAM)). A complete and specialized version of an IAM. By complete we mean that an activity model contains all the actions performed by a user for the corresponding activity. Notice that the definition of complete is done with respect to a user. If a user executes six actions to perform a concrete activity, a complete model should have those six actions. By specialized we mean there are two or more different complete action sequences for the corresponding activity, i.e. specialized sub-classes of that activity exist. The EAM for an activity is represented as a list of action sequences with their occurrence frequency:
EAM(Activity n ) = {as 1 , as 2 , . . . , as n } where
One of the biggest problems of knowledge-driven approaches is the static nature of activity models (see Section 2). In the case of ontology-based activity modeling, once the ontology has been defined there are no mechanisms to make it evolve. From the activity modeling perspective, for already defined activities, two are the aspects which can depend on time and users: (i) descriptive properties and (ii) action properties. Whereas Chen et al. deal with the problem of learning descriptive properties from user generated data , this paper tackles the problem of learning action properties. Actions are the primitives of activities, and as such, they play a key role in activity recognition. The way an activity is being performed by a concrete user in terms of executed actions may vary in time, thus a mechanism to learn action sequences from user generated data is an important step towards a dynamic and personalized activity modeling approach. More concretely, in this paper a learning mechanism to learn Extended Activity Models (definition 5) from Initial Activity Models (definition 4) and user generated data is presented.
Approach to Learning Extended Activity Models
Based on the constraints and definitions shown in Section 3, an offline system for EAM learning is presented. The inputs of the learning system are:
1. Context knowledge: provided by a domain expert. It contains prior knowledge about activities (type, location and IAM), objects of the environment (type, location and attached sensors) and sensors (type, described action and object to which it is attached). 2. Sensor activation dataset: an unlabeled time-stamped sensor activation dataset with the activity traces of a concrete user.
In the current implementation, context knowledge is formatted in a Json 1 file. As an example, Figure 2 shows how an activity, an object and a sensor are modeled in the context knowledge file. This knowledge is provided by a domain expert and modeled by knowledge engineers. Sensor activation datasets are formatted in Comma Separated Value files (CSV). Each row of the file contains a time-stamp (year, month, day and time) and a sensor activation. " t y p e " : " t i l t " , " a c t i o n " : " t u r n O n T a p " , " a t t a c h e d − t o " : " k i t c h e n − t a p " } Figure 2 : Example of activities, objects and sensors modeled in the context knowledge file. Activity duration is given in seconds.
Based on those inputs, the output of the presented approach is a list of action sequences for each activity, which describe the EAMs for each activity (see equation 2). Notice that no new activities can be learned by this system, but complete and specialized activities of already defined activities.
Detailed Design
The designed system architecture to learn EAMs is depicted in Figure 3 . All the modules of the diagram have been implemented using Python 2.7 2 and its packages Numpy 3 for numerical computing and Pandas 4 for data analysis. Firstly, a sensor activation dataset has to be collected. A real smart environment or a synthetic data generator can be used to get this dataset. Afterwards, a novel clustering process is run, using the context knowledge provided by an expert. The activity clustering process is divided into two steps: (i) the Semantic Activity Annotation algorithm (S A 3 ) uses IAMs to detect activities in the unlabeled dataset and initialize action clusters, and (ii) the Action Aggregator algorithm (AA) uses activity, object and action knowledge to expand initial action clusters detected by S A 3 . As a result, several action clusters for every activity are generated. Those clusters are finally processed by Activity Model Learner (AML), which filters incorrect action sequences and outliers to learn final EAMs as a list of action sequences. 
Semantic Activity Annotation (S A
3 )
The S A 3 algorithm is used as the initialization step of a clustering process and is described in (Azkune et al., 2014b) . S A 3 uses IAMs to run a specially designed pattern recognition algorithm, where IAMs act as the patterns to be recognized. The algorithm is shown to work with positive sensor noise (sensors that are activated when they should not), missing sensor noise (sensors that are not activated when they should) and varied order of actions (the order in which actions are executed does not influence the performance of S A 3 ). In this paper, a new feature has been added to the S A 3 algorithm described in (Azkune et al., 2014b) to make it more robust to positive sensor noise: activity location inference. Let S = {a, b, c, d} be a sequence of actions, where a and d pertain to the IAM of activity A. For location inference, only actions that pertain to the IAM of the detected activity are considered, since all the other actions of the sequence S cannot be considered as part of the activity yet. For instance, some of those actions might be produced by positive noise. Hence, the sequence S is an activity A with location L if a and d have been executed in the same location and that location is compatible with A activity's locations. Formally expressed:
where ob j(a) returns the object which has been mapped to action a, loc(o) returns the location of object o in the environment and Locations(A) returns the list of possible locations of activity A according to the context knowledge file.
As an example, imagine actions hasBook and useFurniture pertain to the IAM of ReadBook. ReadBook can be performed in the lounge or in the bedroom, according to context knowledge, but not in both. Imagine now that a sequence of sensor activations is obtained, where bookaSens and sofaSens can be found. Those sensor activations are mapped to actions hasBook(book-a) and useFurniture(sofa). As book-a object is in the bedroom but sofa object is in the lounge according to the context knowledge file, the sequence containing hasBook(book-a) and useFurniture(sofa) cannot form a valid activity. Activity location inference has been designed to avoid false positive activity detections due to sensor noise and user erratic behavior, which have been identified in (Azkune et al., 2014b) .
The result of S A 3 is a sensor activation dataset named partially annotated dataset, where actions describing an activity are labeled with that activity name. All the other actions will be labeled with the special label None. We call the resulting file partially annotated because actions that do not pertain to the IAMs of detected activities are not treated yet.
Action Aggregator (AA)
Initial clusters provided by S A 3 are expanded in this step, using context knowledge and time-based metrics for action aggregation. Comparing our two-step activity clustering process to well-known clustering algorithms such as k-means, S A 3 is the equivalent of fixing automatically the number of clusters of the dataset and initializing the positions of the centroids. Afterwards, AA analyzes the actions which are not assigned to any cluster and aggregates them to the most appropriate one according to certain metrics.
Assume Figure 4 shows the output of S A 3 for a concrete sequence of actions. Dashes are time intervals without any action. Circles represent actions that are in one or more IAMs (two circles do not necessarily have to be the same action). Crosses are actions that are not included in any IAM. 
S A
3 detects activities A 1 and A 2 in that sequence of actions. That output has to be interpreted as the initialization of a clustering algorithm, so only actions that are in the IAM of the detected activity can be really considered part of that activity, as stated in Section 4.2. Every action that is inside A 1 or A 2 but is not in their IAMs is considered an insider, while every action out of detected activities is an outsider.
Due to single-user single-activity scenario constraint, an insider may pertain to its wrapping activity or to none, i.e. it has been produced by noise. But an outsider can pertain to its previous activity, next activity or to none. This fact demands a different treatment for both cases. AA first treats all insider actions and afterwards computes all outsiders using different approaches.
Insiders
To decide whether an insider has to be added to its wrapping activity, a compatibility function between an activity and an action is defined:
where A is an activity and a is an action. Loc(A, a) is the location compatibility between an activity and an action, defined as in Section 4.2. T ype(A, a) is the type compatibility between an activity and an action. It is calculated as the intersection between the list of types of the object which has been mapped to action a and the type of the activity A. Type information for objects and activities is provided by the context knowledge (see examples in Figure 2 ). Hence an insider action a will only be aggregated to its wrapping activity A, if Comp(A, a) = T rue, i.e. the insider has been executed in the same location of the activity, and its purpose is compatible with the activity type. If Comp(A, a) = False, the insider will be labeled with the None label, which means that it is not part of any activity.
Outsiders
As an outsider can be aggregated to its previous or next activity, first of all the algorithm checks the feasibility of both options, defining the candidate function:
where Comp(A, a) is defined in equation 4. The candidate function states that an activity A is a candidate activity for outsider action a, if they are compatible (Comp(A, a) = T rue) and in range (InRange(A, a) = T rue).
The InRange function is defined to capture the time feasibility. For example, if an action has been executed two hours before an activity whose estimated duration is three minutes, it should not be aggregated to that activity, since it is almost impossible for the action to be related with the activity. This reasoning can be implemented in a boolean function using time distance and activity duration.
To capture time feasibility, the duration given by the expert in an IAM is interpreted as the standard deviation for concrete executions of that activity, i.e. the vast majority of the activities executed by any user, will lie inside the time area limited by the duration. This can be seen in Figure 5 . So time distances among actions pertaining to a concrete activity are modeled by a Gaussian distribution, where the duration estimation given by the expert for that activity is the standard deviation. A Gaussian distribution has been selected, because it captures perfectly the idea of activity duration as a time estimation where the majority of executions of that activity occur. The probability for actions of an activity to lie in the area limited by the duration estimation is very high and gets lower as it gets further from that duration.
Nevertheless, due to human behavior variations, there will be some executions whose duration is outside the standard deviation. To capture those executions, InRange function considers all the actions lying inside k standard deviations. In this paper k = 2, but the value can be adjusted depending on the area which is desired to cover. For a concrete activity execution, the mean of the activity is calculated as the center of the detected start and end of the activity, as given by S A 3 . Using this mean calculation, duration estimation given in the context knowledge is the standard deviation of the Guassian distribution for action time distances. Hence, in the case depicted in Figure 5 , where Gaussian distributions are calculated as described, the outsider action is in range with activities A 1 and A 2 using k = 2. In consequence, using the candidate function, the following cases can be faced for an outsider action a and surrounding activities A 1 and A 2 :
The first three cases provide a clear classification for an outsider. But for the fourth case, a new heuristic has to be defined. As context knowledge cannot be used to decide between activities A 1 and A 2 , the new heuristic states that an outsider action a will be aggregated to the time closest activity:
To implement this heuristic, a definition for ∆ t (A, a) , the time distance between an activity and an action, is needed.
As an activity has a duration and an action is described by a time instant, three time metrics are proposed:
1. Simple time distance: the distance between the center of the activity as given by S A 3 and the action time coordinate.
2. Normalized time distance: simple time distance normalized by the duration of the activity as given by the expert. This time metric, as opposed to the simple time distance, treats equally all activities regardless their duration. Notice that duration given by the expert is used rather than the duration detected by S A 3 , since S A 3 may give varying durations depending on the order of executed actions that pertain to the IAM of the detected activity. Hence, the duration given by S A 3 cannot be a good reference. But notice also that to calculate the center of the activity, the output of S A 3 is used. In this case, this information is the only one that allows calculating the center. So the duration given by the expert is projected symmetrically around the center calculated from S A 3 :
3. Dynamic center normalized time distance: only used for previous activity, it dynamically calculates the center of the activity depending on already aggregated actions.
Let us explain the third time distance in detail. Activity start and end times provided by S A 3 are not generally trustful, since they depend on what actions are in the IAM of the detected activity and on the order of executions of those actions by the user. Imagine that IAM(A) = {a, b} and that the action sequence processed by S A 3 is S = {d, b, a, c}. Assume that sequence S is the action sequence performed by the user for activity A. S A 3 will detect that activity A is being performed in sequence S , but it will only label actions b and a as pertaining to the activity. S A 3 does not have any information to know whether actions d and c pertain to activity A. So the start time of activity A for S A 3 will be the time-stamp associated to action b and not to action d. The same happens for the activity end time. Nevertheless, while executing the AA algorithm, starting times of activities can be estimated better, but with some limitations. In the previous example, as outsiders in AA are treated in time order for convenience, when treating outsider c, its previous activity's previous actions have already been treated (in this case, action d). AA has already determined that action d pertains to activity A. This means that the start of that previous activity A has been fixed and it is different from the start time provided by S A 3 (t AA start t S A 3 start ). In contrast with time metrics 1 and 2, where activity start and end were given by S A 3 and activity duration was assumed to be located symmetrically around the center of the activity, the third time metric uses the start time of the previous activity as found by AA. Afterwards, the center of the activity is calculated projecting the duration from the starting point. This makes previous activity treatment more accurate. However, notice that the same approach cannot be applied to the next activity, since it has not been treated yet. The estimation given by S A 3 cannot be improved, because surrounding activities have not been treated when action c is being analyzed. Hence, the best guess is to keep using start and end times provided by S A 3 . To sum up, the AA algorithm takes the results of S A 3 as the initialization step. First, it treats insiders for all the activities detected by S A 3 , using the compatibility function. Afterwards, it treats outsiders in time order, using the candidate function and the three time metrics defined. The output of the algorithm is: (i) a fully labeled sensor activation dataset, which is formatted in a CSV file in the current implementation, and (ii) a list of clusters with associated occurrence frequencies for every activity, which has been implemented through a Json file.
Activity Model Learner (AML)
Action clusters extracted by the clustering process contain all the action sequences performed by a user for each activity. But some of those clusters are spurious, due to sensor noise, user erratic behavior and clustering errors. The objective of AML is to remove spurious action sequences. For that purpose, a three-step algorithm has been designed and implemented. For all the clusters extracted for an activity, the following steps are performed:
1. Remove repeated actions into a sequence: some action sequences contain repeated actions. For instance, consider the sequence S = {a, b, a, c}. As repeated actions do not add any new information for activity modeling, they are removed. S becomes S = {a, b, c}. Notice that this step does not remove any action sequence of an activity. This step can be omitted depending on how activity models are used by the activity recognition system. The work presented in this paper is based on the knowledge-driven approach developed by Chen et al. in (Chen et al., 2012b) . This activity recognition system does not consider repeated actions in the recognition phase, so activity models do not have this information. However, if the recognition system is sensitive to repeated actions, the learning algorithm can be easily modified to omit this first step. 2. Fuse equal action sequences: some action sequences contain the same actions, but in different orders. For example, S 1 = {a, b, c} and S 2 = {b, c, a}. The order of actions is not important for activity models, so both sequences are fused. To detect equal sequences, the Jaccard coefficient is used (Jain & Dubes, 1988) . The Jaccard coefficient between two sequences A and B is defined as:
Any two sequences whose Jaccard coefficient is 1 are fused. 3. Run Jaccard based outlier detection algorithm, which has been specially designed to learn proper action sequences.
The Jaccard based outlier detection is an iterative algorithm. It calculates the so called Jaccard Matrix (JM), which is a square matrix of all action sequences that remain after steps 1 and 2. JM i, j stores the Jaccard coefficient for action sequences i and j. The diagonal of JM is 1, since the Jaccard coefficient for two equal action sequences is 1. Removing diagonal values from JM,Ĵ M is obtained. This matrix has the information of the similarity of all action sequences detected for an activity. To detect outlier action sequences, the median of the values ofĴ M and the standard deviation to this median are calculated. Notice that the median is used rather than the mean value, since the median is robust to outliers. Using these two statistics a threshold θ is calculated, such that:
The first part of the calculation of θ captures the relative similarity among all action sequences and establishes an adequate threshold to identify outliers. However, as the Jaccard coefficient is defined in an absolute scale, the second part (λ ∈ [0, 1]) has to be added. For relatively short action sequences used in the experiments (the longest ones are around 9 actions), 0.75 has shown to be a good balanced value. λ prevents fusing sequences that even being more similar than most of the others, their similarity is not higher than it. Sequences below λ are considered too different to be fused.
The Jaccard based outlier detection algorithm fuses sequences whose Jaccard coefficient is higher than θ, until no sequences can be fused. To fuse, the fusion function has been defined. Given two action sequences S 1 and S 2 with associated occurrence frequencies f 1 and f 2 , the fusion function returns the sequence whose associated frequency is higher. The new occurrence frequency of the returned action sequence will be the sum of f 1 and f 2 . This fusing heuristic states that the lower frequency sequence is a spurious variation of the higher frequency sequence.
Evaluation and Results

Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate the presented approach activity datasets that fulfill several conditions are needed:
1. Contain a lot of samples of different activities to enable a proper learning process.
2. Sensor activations must be labeled in order to provide a solid ground truth. 3. Specific objects used for activities have to be monitored (dense sensing scenario). 4. At least some of the activities have to be performed in varied ways to see whether the presented learning process can capture all those variations. 5. Several users are needed as the approach aims at capturing concrete activity models for concrete users.
Setting up experiments with real users and environments to cover all the needs enumerated is very expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, the legal and ethical issues regarding experiments with humans, make it even more complicated. For this reason, public datasets of activities shared by other research groups have been analyzed. The BoxLab initiative lists available datasets for home environments and activities 5 . Unfortunately, datasets that meet all the enumerated conditions could not be found in those public repositories. Some datasets contain data from several users performing activities of daily living, but specific objects are not monitored and hence, different ways of performing the same activity are not labeled. As noted by Helal et al. in (Helal et al., 2011) , useful sensory data from real world deployments of pervasive spaces are very scarce and they are mainly used to validate the most basic aspects of the pervasive space and its applications, leaving many questions unanswered and theories unverified.
To overcome those problems Helal et al. propose to develop powerful and realistic simulation tools to study human activity recognition. They develop a simulator called Persim, which has been enhanced in the new version Persim-3D (Helal et al., 2012) . The use of simulator tools for activity recognition has also been addressed by other researchers in (Liao et al., 2006) . The problem of using those available simulator tools for the evaluation of our approach is that they do not provide any way to model human behavior and sensor noise. Following those ideas and simulation techniques, Azkune et al. propose a hybrid evaluation methodology in (Azkune et al., 2014a) . The approach is specially designed for dense sensing activity monitoring and provides tools to model human behavior and sensor noise. The proposed evaluation methodology and tools are used to evaluate the EAM learning system.
First of all a survey has been circulated among several people to capture how they perform certain activities. For that purpose, the Google Forms tool has been selected, because surveys can be sent by e-mail and answers are anonymous. The survey used for the experiments of this paper can be found in the web 6 . This survey captures different ways of performing some fixed activities in terms of objects used. Additionally, users describe how their week days are in terms of performed activities. This way, human behavior can be modeled appropriately, obtaining the real way some users perform certain activities, usual locations and times.
Based on the answers collected from users, individual scripts are prepared for a synthetic dataset generator tool, which has been devised and is described in (Azkune et al., 2014a) . The synthetic dataset generator tool allows specifying different sensor activation patterns for each activity, with associated occurrence probabilities. As such, for activity MakeCoffee, it can be defined that a concrete user performs it in two different ways (action sequences), with different probabilities. The tool also provides the means to define different day patterns with associated probabilities. For example, it can be stated that a concrete user makes coffee, brushes teeth and watches television from 9:00 to 10:00 AM, setting the time lapses between two consecutive activities.
The experimental methodology based on surveys and a synthetic dataset generator allows generating easily as many datasets as needed, where all sensor activations are properly labeled and different users performing activities in several ways are available. Notice that even a simulator tool is used, activity definitions, time relations and locations are defined by real users. Besides, the probabilistic approaches used in the synthetic dataset generator creates realistic time lapses between actions and activities.
Using this methodology, two evaluation scenarios have been set: the ideal and the complete scenario. The first one does not contain any sensor noise, which makes easier the learning process. The complete scenario is closer to reality since it has sensor noise, which makes learning more demanding.
The synthetic dataset generator tool provides two ways to model sensor noise, which are essential to simulate realistic scenarios: (i) positive sensor noise, where a sensor that was not supposed to activate gets activated, and (ii) missing sensor noise, where a sensor that should have been activated fails. The first noise model is used to model sensor failures and user's erratic behavior, i.e. a user that interacts with objects even though they are not used for the ongoing activity. Sensor error models for the complete scenario are obtained from (Chen et al., 2012b) , where authors provide a detailed study of sensor failure statistics collected in a real environment set-up. Noise models have been specified depending on sensor type. For example, pressure sensors have a missing probability of 10%. This means that whenever the activity script contains a pressure sensor activation, the synthetic dataset generator will perform it with a 90% of probability. On the other hand, to specify positive sensor noise, a probability to activate a sensor in an hour can be specified. The synthetic dataset generator, independently from ongoing activities, will generate some sensor activations distributed uniformly in an hour slot depending on the assigned probabilities to those activations, i.e. if a sensor installed in a cup has a positive sensor noise probability of 0.1, that means that every hour, there is a 10% probability to generate such an activation.
So the experimental set-up designed consists of: The results obtained have been evaluated in two ways:
1. Compare the labels given by the clustering process to every sensor activation with the ground truth produced by the synthetic dataset generator tool by means of true positives, false positives and false negatives. This evaluation criterion assesses the performance of the clustering process as an activity annotator. 2. Compare the learned activity models with the models provided by users in their answers to the survey. Activity models are compared action-wise, i.e. if a user states that activity A is performed by action sequences S 1 and S 2 , those sequences constitute the ground truth. The sequences resulting from the learning process (clustering process + AML) are compared with this ground truth. In this example, it should be checked whether the learning process learns S 1 and S 2 for activity A. To display results, the numbers of learned correct and false activity models are provided.
Results
All the experiments run produced datasets of 60 days per user, both for the ideal scenario and the complete scenario. A typical user dataset for the ideal scenario contains around 2400 sensor activations, while the complete scenario has around 3500, which gives a clear idea of the positive sensor noise level in the complete scenario (around 45% in average). Datasets used for the experiments are available in the web 7 . The same context knowledge file is used for all users and experiments, hence IAMs are identical. This is important, since IAMs are supposed to be incomplete but generic activity models for every user. It is also worth to highlight that actions in IAMs were defined before getting the answers of users to the surveys.
First of all, the results of the clustering process for the defined three time metrics are depicted, comparing the labels assigned by S A 3 and posteriorly AA with the ground truth (Tables 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5 and 6). The average results for all users are shown in each table. Standard deviation is quite significant for S A 3 , but it is very small for AA. That is why it is not shown in the tables. Tables 1 and 2 show the results obtained with simple time distance (equation 7), in the ideal scenario (Table 1 ) and the complete scenario (Table 2) . Similarly, Tables 3 and 4 show the results for normalized time distance (equation 8). Finally, Tables 5 and 6 show the results of using dynamic normalized time distance for previous activity (equation 8) and normalized time distance for next activity (equation 7).
To have a clearer vision of the performance of the three time metrics, Table 7 shows the average precision and recall for all activities using each of the defined time metrics. The table only shows the results for the complete scenario, where the biggest differences can be seen and the best reference for the performance is obtained.
Additionally, in order to have a clear idea of the benefit of learning extended activity models from initial incomplete models, Table 8 provides a comparison between the performance of S A 3 , which uses IAMs, with the complete clustering process, which gives an idea of the performance with EAMs. The comparison is done in terms of precision and recall for the complete scenario, using the third time approach. Table 5 : Average results for 8 users of the clustering process for the ideal scenario using dynamic normalized time distance for previous and normalized time distance for next activity. Table 7 : Comparative between the usage of the three time metrics for the clustering process in the complete scenario. t1 refers to simple time distance, t2 to normalized time distance and t3 to using dynamic center normalized time distance for previous activity and normalized time distance for next activity.
On the other hand, Tables 9 and 10 show the results of the complete learning process for EAMs. The output of the clustering process for the previous experiments are used to run the AML as explained in Section 4.4. As Table 7 shows that the combination of dynamic normalized and normalized time distance is the best approach for clustering, results of Tables 9 and 10 show only the results of running AML on the clusters produced in the experiments depicted in Tables  5 and 6 , for the sake of clarity. Average results for all users are provided. While Table 9 shows the results for the ideal scenario, Table 10 depicts the results for the complete one. Notice that for each activity, the average number of patterns is provided in the last column. This value shows the average number of different ways to perform the activity by all users. For instance, if a user executes two different action sequences for an activity, and another user executes only one action sequence for the same activity, the average number of patterns for that activity is (2 + 1)/2 = 1.5. Average number of patterns is obtained from the surveys to users and constitutes the ground truth for the learning system. On the other hand, for learning results, three average values are provided per activity: the correct models learned by the system, the spurious models learned and the total number of learned models, which is the sum of the previous two values. Remember that those values are average values for all 8 users.
To finalize, Table 11 shows the average number of actions learned by the EAM learning system per activity and the number of actions of the IAMs of those activities, in the complete scenario and using the dynamic center normalized time distance for the previous activity and the normalized time distance for the next activity. This scenario configuration has been selected for its significance. It can be seen that for some activities the number of learned actions is very important, whereas some other activities such as ReadBook or BrushTeeth do not add many actions to their IAMs.
Discussion
The first discussion point is the difference in performance of the three time metrics for the clustering process. Table  7 shows a clear comparative in the complete scenario. It can be seen that the difference between simple time distance and normalized time distance is not significant. But using dynamic center normalized time distance for previous Table 9 : Average results for 8 users of the EAM learning process for the ideal scenario. Comparing correct models with the average number of patterns the performance of the learning system can be assessed in terms of correctly learned activity models. Comparing spurious models with the average number of patterns, the proportion of learned spurious activity models can be seen. Table 10 : Average results for 8 users of the EAM learning process for the complete scenario. Comparing correct models with the average number of patterns the performance of the learning system can be assessed in terms of correctly learned activity models. Comparing spurious models with the average number of patterns, the proportion of learned spurious activity models can be seen. Table 11 : Average number of learned actions compared to the number of actions in the IAMs of defined activities. Results are obtained for 8 users in the complete scenario, using dynamic center normalized distance for the previous activity and normalized time distance for the next activity.
activity and normalized time distance for next activity, yields better results. Notice that even though differences are not very big, the higher precision of the third approach is due to lower false positive rates. For some activities, the first two approaches produce even higher true positives, but at the expense of generating much more false positives. For the global EAM learning process, a low number of false positives is better, so it can be claimed that the third approach for time distances in the clustering process is the best solution to learn specialized and complete activity models. The small differences between three time approaches shown in Table 7 means that for outsider actions, the candidate function solves the vast majority of the cases (equation 5). For those outsiders that cannot be classified by the candidate function, the three time metrics play a role. But their effect is minimized because of the low number of such outsiders.
For the rest of the discussion, the third time approach will be considered, since it is the best approach. Tables 5 and  6 show the good performance of the activity clustering process using context knowledge. True positive rate is very high for all activities. The lowest rate is found for activity ReadBook in the complete scenario: 94.6%. This is due to two factors: (i) the missing sensor probability for pressure sensors is around 10% and (ii) the IAM for ReadBook has the action useFurniture (IAM(ReadBook) = {hasBook, useFurniture}); all the objects that are mapped to action useFurniture are monitored by pressure sensors, for example, sofa, chair or bed. When pressure sensors fail, S A 3 cannot detect the activity and hence, true positive rate decreases. Notice that this happens only because the missing action is part of the IAM of the activity. All other activities, even in the complete scenario, show true positive rates higher than 97%, reaching in some cases 100% rates. Those high rates are accompanied with very low rates of false positives and negatives. For example, the highest false positive rate has been found for activity MakePasta in the complete scenario with 5.6%.
It is worth to point out the behavior of the clustering process, divided into two steps. Tables 5 and 6 show how S A 3 labels correctly varying number of sensor activations. This number depends on the relation between the number of sensor activations performed by a user and the number of actions in the IAMs. For instance, if the IAM of activity A has two actions and a concrete user performs in average 9 actions for that activity, S A 3 will only label correctly those actions that lie inside the two actions of the IAM. It can be seen that for low action number activities like BrushTeeth and ReadBook, S A 3 shows quite a high true positive rate and low false negative rate. However, activities like MakeChocolate or MakePasta have a true positive rate below 60% and high false negative rates. In any case, in the second step run by AA, true positives rise, false negatives get very low and false positives slightly increase, giving similar results for all activities. This means that S A 3 discovers activities' time locations very accurately and AA treats insider and outsider actions properly to achieve very good rates building on the results of S A 3 . As far as learning EAMs concerns, which is the objective of this paper, the first fact shown by Tables 9 and 10 is that the number of correctly learned activity models is equal to the average number of patterns for all activities in both scenarios. This means that the learning algorithm learns properly all the activity patterns performed by any user even in noisy scenarios. However, specially for the complete scenario, this result comes with some spurious activity models. Learning some spurious models was expected, since the objective of the learning algorithm is to avoid removing any activity pattern that has been actually performed by the user. It is preferable to get spurious or false patterns than removing any activity pattern that has been really performed. For that purpose, the learning process is conservative when removing and fusing activity patterns. Even with this conservative approach, it has been observed during experiments that the learning process can reduce clusters provided by AA from 17 to 3 in some cases, thus removing many false action sequences and keeping the 100% of correct action patterns.
In addition to the low number of spurious activity models learned -the highest number is obtained for MakeCoffee with 1.71 average spurious models -, it has to be said that those false models are usually easy to discard for an expert for two reasons: (i) they have very low occurrence frequencies and (ii) they usually contain actions that are not generally executed for those activities. For example, for activity MakeChocolate, actions like hasBacon have been seen. Notice that those actions cannot be discarded by AA, since they are type and location compatible with MakeChocolate. Such an action is produced by sensor positive noise, which can be observed in the slight false positive increments from ideal scenario to complete scenario in Tables 5 and 6 . Either those actions are insiders that are not properly aggregated by the compatibility function (equation 4), or outsiders that fulfill the candidate function (equation 5).
Adding more knowledge to the context knowledge would allow discarding such actions in AA. For example, if object types state that meat (bacon or sausages) is only used to prepare meals, the algorithm could infer that bacon cannot be used for activity MakeChocolate, which is a sub-class of activity MakeDrink and disjunct of activity MakeMeal. But this brings the initial knowledge balance problem: how much knowledge should be initially provided to such a learning system? The answer depends a lot on the domain. If obtaining and modeling knowledge for a concrete domain is easy, adding knowledge is a good idea. However, obtaining and modeling knowledge can be very expensive in certain domains. The approach presented in this paper follows the philosophy of minimizing initial knowledge as much as possible, presenting the worst case scenario. We believe that the results shown in Section 5.2 support this decision.
The good results shown in Section 5.2, even having high levels of sensor noise, come from the fact that the clustering algorithm effectively captures all the action sequences which have been executed by a user for a concrete activity. First of all, the pattern recognition algorithm implemented in S A 3 (Section 4.2) provides a very good initialization for the clustering algorithm. Activities are properly detected in the time axis using the completion, duration and location compatibility criteria. This initialization, which is specially robust to sensor positive noise, is the key step to make sure that all action sequences will be properly captured in the end of the clustering. This can be seen in Table 8 , where the high precision and low recall of S A 3 mean that the actions labeled by S A 3 are generally correct -high precision -, but there are many actions that S A 3 cannot label due to the incomplete knowledge of IAMs -low recall -. Afterwards, the AA algorithm (Section 4.3) uses context knowledge properly in order to analyze each action and aggregate it to the suitable activity. Even though false positives can be generated at this step, the vast majority of actions are properly tagged, taking advantage of action type, location and the defined three time metrics. This can be seen again in Table 8 , where the precision of the complete clustering algorithm is lower than the precision of S A 3 . Notice that even though true positives are much higher, false positives also raise a little bit. As a result clusters contain all real action sequences with spurious variations of those real sequences due to sensor noise and clustering errors. Based on those action clusters AML implements a similarity-based outlier detection algorithm. Such algorithm encodes action sequence information using the Jaccard coefficient and limits the problem of finding spurious models to detect outliers in the similarity space. Using conservative approaches to avoid removing any real action sequence, a statistical outlier detection approach is run. The approach works well because spurious action sequences are very similar to real action sequences. More concretely, as spurious action sequences are slight variations of real action sequences, their similarity values are higher than expected for the similarity distribution of a given activity. AML establishes a threshold using statistics that are robust to outliers. This threshold separates those similarity values that can be considered normal from anomalous or outlier similarity values. The result is that all real activity models are correctly learned, while the number of spurious or false models is assumable.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has introduced a novel approach to acquire complete and specialized knowledge-driven activity models through data-driven learning techniques. The approach makes possible using incomplete activity models in a knowledge-driven activity recognition system to learn specialized and complete activity models. Central to the approach is the two-step clustering process, which has the singularity of using previous knowledge in order to find action clusters and label them with the appropriate activity label. Those clusters are then treated by the learning algorithm in order to acquire extended activity models for different users.
Initial results as shown in Section 5.2 indicate that the approach works well in realistic experimental set-ups, with real users' inputs, realistic time intervals for activity sequences and sensor noise. It has to be stressed that all the varying ways of performing an activity by a user are correctly captured by the approach with a success rate of 100% for all users and scenarios. Specialized and complete models for initial incomplete activity models can be properly learned automatically with minimum previous context knowledge. In consequence, the presented approach can be used to make knowledge-driven activity models evolve with user behavioral data, offering the tools to solve two of the problems of knowledge-driven approaches: the generic and static nature of activity models.
The evaluation methodology used relies on simulation tools and user surveys. There are some limitations, since users might omit some details in their answers and the synthetic dataset generator cannot accurately simulate all the possible situations. For example, simulating user erratic behavior is a challenge. That is why the level of noise introduced in the experiments is so high (45% in average). The idea is to introduce high levels of positive sensor noise, much higher than those seen in real pervasive environments (see (Chen et al., 2012a) ). Combining real users' inputs regarding activities, objects, time lapses and locations, realistic sensor error models obtained from real environments and high levels of positive sensor noise to properly cover the effects of user erratic behavior, the results obtained using this evaluation methodology can be deemed as relevant. The most important thing is to be able to capture what users describe in their surveys, showing that new actions can be learned and different ways of performing the same activity can be identified and properly modeled. The evaluation methodology designed in (Azkune et al., 2014a) and described in Section 5.1 guarantees this. Nevertheless, we are working to apply the learning process to real data.
During experiments, it has been noticed that positive sensor noise has more pernicious effects on learned patterns than missing sensor noise. The latter makes clustering process true positive rates decrease, but it does not affect the learned activity patterns, whereas the former generates spurious activity patterns which cannot always be discarded by the learner. As positive noise is usually due to user erratic behavior, future research will try to address sensor processing steps to distinguish between real object usage and meaningless object interactions. A possible approach could be to add a sensor-action mapping step, where only those sensor activations that last for a concrete amount of time are mapped to actions. This implies considering sensor state changes from interaction state to no-interaction state and monitor time lapses. Another criterion which can be used for sensor-action mapping step is to monitor how many times a user interacts with an object in a time interval, even though those interactions are short. Combining both criteria, only meaningful object interactions could be identified. Such an approach would allow applying the same learning algorithm to probably obtain better results.
Another promising future research direction is to extend the learning approach to single-user concurrent-activities scenario. People do not usually perform activities sequentially, but they tend to interleave activities, such as washing dishes while preparing pasta. This will have an impact in the clustering process, demanding more complex pattern recognition and time management. For instance, S A 3 uses the single-user single-activity constraint for its pattern recognition algorithm, and AA defines insider and outsider actions based on the same constraint. If concurrent activities are considered, the clustering process should be changed. However, some key ideas could be maintained. We are currently working in this direction to tackle the concurrent activities scenario.
